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Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ram owners. The owner comments describe
problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Not a big deal, truck always ran fine,
dealer handled well". After dealer replaced DEF injectors, truck has been fine". This required
reprograming of the software, a manual de-sooting of the filter and replacing associated
sensors. Altogether 2days in the shop. Handled without delay under warranty". Mine never
leaked, but the recall replaced it, Free". Since the "fix" for the cheating, we have had numerous
problems including reduced mileage and various emissions system issues. The emissions
system issues have, so far, been covered by an extended warranty". First failure melted plastic
upper intake manifold disabling truck. Second failure resulted in coolant loss requiring truck to
be shut down. Repair times were grossly excessive due to parts not being available from FCA.
Fairly expensive repair. I had the vehicle back to the dealer for 2 EPA recalls concerning the
diesel emission issues. After fixing the emissions issues to comply with the EPA guidelines, my
fuel economy went down mpg. Great fix! Then several emissions sensors needed to be
replaced. This time the check engine light turned off on it. I plan to take it in soon for further
diognostics". Very good engine It was Christmas Eve, a Sunday, and we were in an area with no
Dodge dealerships where we could leave the truck. We drove miles to the nearest dealership
and left the truck there. On Tuesday morning the dealership called and said we needed a DEF
pump and luckily they had one in stock. I can say we are grateful that we got the mile warning
rather than just having the truck stop running or not restart. Vehicle will not stop giving the gas
cap code. Getting tired of having dealer clear the code but system will not remote start with the
check engine light on". Engine light came on". When the fuel tank is full it registers, but
sometimes when it is half full it will register as empty, and the yellow warning light will come on.
Now it does it but not as often. Maybe every 3 months. Problem usually goes away after a
couple of fuel fills. As soon as I hit the pothole my fuel gauge dropped to empty and my low fuel
light came on even though the truck had close to a full tank of fuel. The fuel gauge worked
intermittently for a few weeks and then quit completely. The float is incorporated with the fuel
pump and in order to change both, the bed of the truck has to be disassembled. I could still
drive the truck, but fuel gauge showed empty tank. After repair, the gas cap light kept coming
on even though the gas cap is new. After two attempts to repair it, the leak detector pump was
replaced and this took care of the problem. The fuel sender inside the tank wears out and quits
sending. Its is expensive and time consuming to remove and replace". The 3rd time it indicated
a "Fuel sending unit fail". So this is still on ongoing problem". Had to replace entire gas tank to
remedy problem. After I got it started I took it to the dealer and Chrysler had them do a specific
test that told them the fuel injection system was sometimes starving the engine of fuel".
Suspect it's tied to the sludge and engine over heating, but dealer is unsure why it failed". The
first-time dealer did not warranty the repair. Second-time dealer nine hours from home repaired
same problem under factory warranty. When I checked into it and called Ram, there seemed to
be confusion about what it really meant. I was told if it did not come on again not to worry about
it. So far it had not come back on". The straw that broke the camels back, I sold the truck and
moved on. That's what wasn't working. Fuel gauge would drop to empty no matter how much
fuel was in the tank. It was intermittent and was annoyance, but engine kept running. This
happened at about 40 K miles. Check engine code indicated an emission problem. Changed gas
cap, did not fix problem. Fuel filter assembly replaced. It took three trips to the dealer, and at
this time, I'm not sure whether the problem has been solved - need to accumulate about more
miles to be sure. The front passenger seat didn't move". I had to have these replaced at milesvery expensive. Service supervisor at my local dealer stated they replace these bolts on trucks
a week and on all RAM hemi trade in trucks. Fuel sensor also went bad at miles another known
RAM problem0. Unfortunately the entire fuel pump assembly has to be replaced instead of just
the sensor- also a very expensive repair. Touchscreen frequently remains blank for several
minutes after startup- dealer unable to fix this problem. Fairly expensive repair but caused no
drivability problems. Nothing was eveer wrong with the engine". Fiat, although they've changed
the re-gen, def, and emissions control systems a number of times often resulting in overheating
parts they didn't start covering these issues until they were sued. It's been a pretty shady
experience overall. Otherwise, I would not have known it was defective. It not disable use of the
vehicle. The dealer found it after replacing the computer. Cost me nothing because it was still
covered under the warranty". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls,

portable music device interface e. Harness was getting pinched when tailgate was being
closed". The dealer ordered a new one a few weeks ago but I have not heard back from them. I
do not understand why it would take this long to get a new camera in". Dealer repaired problem:
again not warranted. No longer using that dealer. It froze on the bluetooth screen, and was only
cured by a dealer visit". After the truck warms up. Unable to turn radio off. Required battery
disconnect to reset". Sometimes, it reboots, sometimes the display freezes, then it reboots,
sometimes, the display goes blue, sometimes, the backup camera gets stuck on the screen,
sometimes, none of the buttons or knobs work but the radio keeps working. On and on It would
also drain truck battery in a day. FCA said too bad- fix it yourself. This is my last Chrysler
product. The dealership seems to be stumped". Unit replaced. Problem still occurs. This results
in the entire U-Connect system staying on after the vehicle key is off and removed. The battery
then drains quickly. If not discovered, the battery will be completely dead when you attempt to
start the vehicle next time. This actually ruined one battery already due to over-draining About a
year later if failed completely. I started researching the problem and found that Ram knew there
was a defect and was replacing some head units. The truck sat at the dealers for a week before
they got permission to replace the head unit and them it took a month to get the replacement. It
can not find towns and directs my to exit freeway at every overpass". It finally failed and had to
replaced. Vital to the Operation of the trucks internal and external controls. Icon of car and
roadways were totally incorrect. Won't allow the entry of valid address. Wants me to exit a IH
Hwy. Piece of junk. Can't find it's way across the street". The radio was determined to require
replacement. Four times! It was finally determined that the software was out date. The
navigation would give directions taking me far off the most direct route. I deleted the history
and the majority of the problems have stopped. I don't trust the navigation and check my
IPhone before leaving for an unfamiliar destination. I have very little confidence in the vehicle's
electronics and will not keep it past the". Often cant identify the correct name, difficult to
understand etc". Required a new radio unit. Im a software engineer and the entire update
process was poorly designed and the update should not have been pushed to the customer.
Very inconvenient to have to schedule appointment, drive to dealer, and wait. This means I can't
update the navigation system. Must be pressed several time to access functions". Took three
trips to the dealer to get it fixed. They had to replace controls. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery
and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch,
electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Got fixed under
warranty". It has an intermittent problem. The system the part that is visible with the screen was
replaced when I bought it. It still just doesn't work sometimes. It is not a regular problem it
might be a couple of months between problems or it can be the next day. It simply doesn't work
for upto 5 minutes. Any time I drove to the shop for an oil change it worked on that day. On this
this month it stopped working completely. Replaced under warranty. They one by one replaced
parts until they found that the clock work spring on the steering wheel hub was the issue".
Once on the cab top light once in rear right tail light". Light is working properly. One is a false
bad brake light indicator. From what the Ram Diesel forum says the fix will be to pay for
replacing a computer module and this may or may not correct the problem permanently. As it is
a costly item, which no one has been able to have covered by warranty, I am choosing to ignore
the light. A solution I do not prefer. Second, before my first outing with my travel trailer, I had it
in for a thorough check. During this, they checked the trailer's lights with a device wh". Service
Bulletin out on headlight issue, if after 20 minutes condensation does not disappear from
headlight with headlights on, the headlight is to be replaced. Drove vehicle for 2 hours with
headlight on, water still in the headlight,dealer still refused to fix the issue". Lights stayed on as
relay did not unlatch reliably. Fixed in 15 minutes at dealer. On warranty". Replaced entire
console under extended factory warranty". It is related to a computer glitch I believe in the ram
system. I get the engine problem light on in my display. The truck will start remotely for about
five seconds and then shut off. There is also a recall on my airbag sensitivity settings but the
dealer keeps delaying doing anything about it although I've discussed it a couple times with
them". Must actually be able the see the vehicle for it to start at "long" distances ft or so ,
having to press button twice within 5 seconds , instead of press once and hold like after market
systems , doesn't help matters. I have installed aftermarket remote starts myself on other
vehicles I have own , and the range is vastly superior. This ram has the keyless and go feature ,
so installing an aftermarket remote start mean carrying around two fobs all the time , and".
Needed to have coded re-keyed at dealership". A small amount of rust was present under the
rear, passenger side seat. The required fix included replacing the third brake light, located
above the rear window. Hopefully this issu". The dealer replaced the windshield sealant. It still
leaked. The dealer then re-sealed the top joint. The dealer re-sealed the top and windshield
again. No leaks so far. The dealer ran the car thr". I repaired this myself by adding a bead of

silicone sealer around the body of the lamp assembly on the advice of the local FCA dealership
service department. They were aware of the problem but there was never any report or warning
by FCA or the dealership even though my vehicle had been in for recalls and oil changes. I had
to mention the leak before they offered the information. It took several trips to the dealership to
get it repaired. Apparently a roof seam was poorly sealed or welded together. The 3rd brake
light housing also leaked. The 3rd brake light leak was common knowledge at the dealership
and Ram representatives at the TX State Fair yet there was no recall". Was repaired by dealer
and there have been no other issues". Weather stripping on the third taillight was compressed
and deteriorated. Sealant was not properly applied by factory". Dealer changed out weather
stripping, but it made no difference. Possibly an issue with door adjustment and or seal quality?
A close friend has a model with the exact same issue". Got another screw and fixed the
problem. I've had service adjust the door, replace the door seal, but no change. The dealer said
they all have the same wind noise. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior
and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Dealer reinstalled". The glue did not stick. Repaired under
warranty". So for I have been able to use tie wraps to hold the plastic in place". It had bubbles in
the paint stains and some chips". This should have been covered by the manufacturer's
warranty as it was less than 3 years since we'd purchased it but Dodge refused to pay for the
repairs. This was very frustrating as the truck is well cared for and this was obviously a
manufacturing defect. The dealer has replaced the fender under warranty. There are no other
signs of rust on the vehicle. I suspect it was a improperly installed foam sound dampener in the
fender. I have requested a warranty assessment through my local FCA dealer, and have not yet
received a response. I am concerned this will depreciate my vehicle resale value, and repair
costs will be expensive due primarily to repainting expense. Dodge will not fix the problem
since the truck came from Canada. Replaced 6 months ago due to rust. Nee replacement
bumpers rusting again". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. The
operation of the vehicle was not adversely affected while waiting for the new converter. The
dealership had a 3 week waiting period for getting the part from FCA". This truck spent over 50
days total in the shop". Vehicle shut down. Had to replace the DEF filter. The dealer had no idea
what caused it to plug up. Seemed to have a lack of knowledge, ability, and experience to deal
with the problem. They also told me to call Ram directly. That my contacting them would be
more effective than if they did contacted them". The leaks were caused by broken manifold
studs. The problem was repaired by the dealer under warrantee". This causes a ticking noise on
startup because the exhaust leaks by the broken bolts. The noise goes away after the truck is
warm. This is a common issue with the 5. Seams to be a very common complaint". Exhaust was
leaking into the cabin at all speeds. The dealership had a hard time finding the leak, and they
did not have the part s for the repair. The part s were ordered from FCA with a 5 day delivery
time". Problem was resolved on 3d system, only to return a month ago diagnosed as hub within
console and replaced under warranty ". Uconnect disabled the compass and will not provide an
update to re-enable it". The u connect system was not working after a firmware update that
resulted several sensors and commands erratic or not working at all. After several attempts to
repair through pr". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Dealer replaced module under
warranty". I took three trips to the dealer to fix the problem and over one week the last visit.
They provided a loaner and I've had no trouble since. Could not lower or raise vehicle. Poor
diagnostics work required several trips to dealership to solve. Usually fails during winter
months. Fixed by replacing the fuse, it was a blown fuse". Very noticeable when parked on level
surface, as my garage. Going back to dealer before warranty runs out next month". I feel a
major component like that should be covered longer than one year. Apparently compressor had
failed. It was replaced but had to wait 10 days due to part backorder. Shorthy after new
compressor was installed, it also failed but this tiem was replaced quickly. No issues since
then. Stopped raising and lowering vehicle and rides very rough in low position. Vehicle should
lower automatically when vehicle turned off but requires manual actuation. Passenger side sags
nearly an inch lower than the driver's side. The air suspension has set itself to off road 2 setting
several times by itself when the truck is parked and not running. Dealer tried to adjust the truck
body on the frame-only made matters worse. No fix for air suspension issue". Took 4 visits to
get it corrected. It is fixed, but occasionally is still heard. Will not be buying out this lease as a
result". My local dealer Bayird cover the repair under goodwill even tho my factory warranty
was expired. Turned out being the knuckle in the steering linkage to the front end. Found, fixed,
no issues since. Happened at 90k miles". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. Each requiring more than a week at dealer to repair. Radiator failed creating slow

coolant leak which was difficult to find". Loud noise, vehicle lurches. Finally got Chrysler tech
support. Dealer replaced valve body in transmission. Reduced fr". Second problem drove
highway sped 2 miles stopped and transmission would not engage, shifted knob from park to
drive numerous times and after 3rd try trans engaged. Very annoying. Poor engine braking as
well hard to maintain 40kph down a hill through a school zone without constantly tapping the
brake pedal". After several visits to the dealership, the transmission and torque converter were
replaced at 25k miles. Rough downshifting and with a surge has returned with new the
transmission. Dealer reset the computer and the problem is now intermittent. Appears to be a
software issue with transmission, which they don't have a solution to fix. The problem began
with rough shifting, then would not shift from low. I've had vehicle since September Found it
difficult to get in in to dealer for repairs in timel". Let motor rev down, switch to park than back
to drive, good to go. Dealer has no idea how to fix". Replaced solenoid to start". Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. After replacing pads problem persisted. After replacing calipers and pads
again , problem was fixed. I do pull a trailer about lbs to go racing about 5 to 6 times a year The
brake pads were normal wear. The rotors should not have had to be replaced. It is made of
plastic. I live in a hilly area so I use the emergency brake frequently. The release lever broke and
the emergency brake could not be used". Needs a service twice a year. There are a lot more
stuff that went wrong with truck. Got the pads, rotors, caliers changed and replaced by heavy
duty items due to occasional towing. My ram is equiped for towing when I bought it but the
brakes were not heavy duty". Break service done annually. Never towed or overloaded. Rear
brakes overheated and separated". Both were replaced. This was the cause of the vibration felt
when braking. Fortunately I was stopped when I noticed complete brake failure". Checked by
dealer twice. Rotors are fine, replace the pads once. Squeaks a lot less but still occasionally".
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Service warnings appear on instrument screen. If the vehicle is turned off, it will not re-start. No
error codes are present when dealer checks. They say nothing can be done because there are
no error codes to point them in the right direction". Possibly a fuel quality issue, but the dealer
flashed the engine CPU and the problem has not returned". The oil pressure Gauge read
correctly but the oil sensor flagged an over pressure condition engine code. The dealer
replaced the sensor relay and the condition has not happened again". Dealership replaced one
of the plug coils under warranty". Chrysler thinks this is normal. It will do this if you start it cold
and only let it run for a few minutes; the next start up it will make that noise. I have 6 other
vehicles from , plus he mustang and NONE of them do this even after sitting for 6 months to a
year!! Replaced under warranty". Took 2 weeks for dealer to fix. I took the truck into the
dealership and they said that the charcoal canister was full of fuel. They replaced the canister
but it didn't solve the problem. I just try to not fill it all the way. Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Replaced both
heads. Still burns oil. Needs more repairs". The valve lifters and cam shaft were damaged. So
far, this has been a one time experience as the vehicle has otherwise performed flawlessly.
Apparently it has been a documented problem with this engine - cc V No problems so far. I was
told that this is an inherent problem with the Pentastar V-6! Not happy about this!!! Passenger
side cam lobe damaged due to faulty lifter. Replaced rollers, lifters and right side exhaust cam.
New engine put into vehicle. TTook 6 weeks to get it back. All under warranty. Including delivery
to Edmonds Wa". Top of piston was gouged, rockers were pushed through valve cover". Got
that switched, but it still wasn't running correctly. They couldn't figure the problem out either,
so they replaced my engine. It was covered under powertrain warranty". Chrysler wouldn't
honor warranty because truck was originally sold in Canada. Head gasket leak causes coolant
to spew out of overflow causing coolant loss. Requires continual adjustment". Vehicle puts out
maximum heat regardless of thermostate setting. I have tried to have it fixed. But since it is an
intermediate issue, it never acts up when I make the appointment at the garage. The parts were
not available and it took about two months to repair. I could not use the AC during this time".
Keeps blowing out hot air". No cold air. The replaced some parts and the refrigerant. It works
great again". Even though it was the same issue I had to pay for it after the factory warranty
expired. I am working with RAM to get reimbursement for the 2nd repair since it is the same
issue that obvously was not fixed correctly the 1st time". Seems to be working good for the last
9 months". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or
sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Had problem since
truck was new. Dealer "adjusted" twice, still have issue. Going back to dealer again. The
problem is temperature dependent. Worse in cold weather". Will add it here as well. The front
passenger seat could not move forward or backward. This was a day one problem. It took two
trips to the dealer to fix this pro". Intermittently would not close without manual help or was

very slow to close. Was in dealer three times before they realized that lubricating would not fix
problem". Solution was to replace entire front axle. This is the second time I had to have it
towed into dealership. Last time it needed a starter and fuse and another wire. This time it was
just the fuse. Dealer could not find the cause of fuse failure. They did not charge me anything
and did give me two fuses to take with me and showed me how to replace them. If it happens
again they will contact Chrysler for advice. Dealership was very good but I do not have much
confidence in my Ram anymore. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module,
keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn,
gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Replaced with AGM
battery. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. We had to
leave the vehicle miles from home and take a loaner rental car home. That caused engine oil to
be pumped OUT of the engine into the radiator. The resulting mixture "sludge" was pumped
throughout my engine, hoses, heater core. Still not right". The check engine message said the
engine would not start after miles so I had to drive home and take a rental car on my business
trip adding an extra 9 hours to my trip. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. This refers to the transmission valve body replacement mentioned in the
previous question". Was diagnose as fault in 8 speed transmission. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. New Used Ram Change Vehicle. Surprisingly luxurious and refined, this version of the
Ram pickup truck remains fully capable of doing dirty work when duty calls. A unique
coil-spring rear suspension gives it a smooth ride and the interior is whisper-quiet. Continued
interior and powertrain improvements make the Ram a particularly well-rounded choice, and it
was the first truck in its class to offer a diesel. There are 15 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More.
Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential
Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine
Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System.
Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car
Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Not
a big deal, truck always ran fine, dealer handled well" David B. Handled without delay under
warranty" Frank F. Mine never leaked, but the recall replaced it, Free" Anonymous, Ram
Tradesman 3. The emissions system issues have, so far, been covered by an extended
warranty" Anonymous, CO Ram Tradesman 3. Getting tired of having dealer clear the code but
system will not remote start with the check engine light on" Anonymous, MN Ram Laramie 5.
Engine light came on" Gary G. Its is expensive and time consuming to remove and replace"
Mark P. So this is still on ongoing problem" Greg C. After I got it started I took it to the dealer
and Chrysler had them do a specific test that told them the fuel injection system was sometimes
starving the engine of fuel" Marcus C. Suspect it's tied to the sludge and engine over heating,
but dealer is unsure why it failed" Christina S. Nothing was eveer wrong with the engine" John
C. Cost me nothing because it was still covered under the warranty" Anonymous, TN Ram
Outdoorsman 3. Harness was getting pinched when tailgate was being closed" Michael S. I do
not understand why it would take this long to get a new camera in" James S. It froze on the
bluetooth screen, and was only cured by a dealer visit" Spencer G. It can not find towns and
directs my to exit freeway at every overpass" Steve C. I have very little confidence in the
vehicle's electronics and will not keep it past the" Anonymous, TX Ram Lone Star 5. Often cant
identify the correct name, difficult to understand etc" Iretta B. Must be pressed several time to
access functions" Thomas H. Body control module "sporadic problem with the digital readout.
They one by one replaced parts until they found that the clock work spring on the steering
wheel hub was the issue" Anonymous, AR Ram Express 5. Once on the cab top light once in
rear right tail light" John I. During this, they checked the trailer's lights with a device wh" Marty
S. Drove vehicle for 2 hours with headlight on, water still in the headlight,dealer still refused to
fix the issue" Anonymous, MD Ram Big Horn 3. Replaced entire console under extended factory
warranty" David P. There is also a recall on my airbag sensitivity settings but the dealer keeps
delaying doing anything about it although I've discussed it a couple times with them" Peter W.
This ram has the keyless and go feature , so installing an aftermarket remote start mean
carrying around two fobs all the time , and" James S. Air or water leaks "Water condensed
inside on the front windshield twice during winter. Hopefully this issu" Dewey U. The dealer ran
the car thr" Rod C. Was repaired by dealer and there have been no other issues" Gary C. Loose

exterior trim or moldings "Two wheel well moldings did not fit properly. Dealer reinstalled"
Karen L. So for I have been able to use tie wraps to hold the plastic in place" David G. This truck
spent over 50 days total in the shop" Louis G. That my contacting them would be more effective
than if they did contacted them" Wayne H. Problem was resolved on 3d system, only to return a
month ago diagnosed as hub within console and replaced under warranty " Anonymous, TX
Ram Lone Star 5. Uconnect disabled the compass and will not provide an update to re-enable it"
Anonymous, WI Ram Express 5. After several attempts to repair through pr" Jim A. Electronic
or air suspension "Right rear leveling module connection to the frame wore out and fell off the
vehicle while driving. Going back to dealer before warranty runs out next month" Tom C. Will
not be buying out this lease as a result" Michael K. Happened at 90k miles" Nicholas C. Coolers
and lines "Multiple leaks for oil and water lines for EGR cooler, transmission and engine oil
coolers. Radiator failed creating slow coolant leak which was difficult to find" Anonymous, Ram
Big Horn 3. Reduced fr" Ronald R. Poor engine braking as well hard to maintain 40kph down a
hill through a school zone without constantly tapping the brake pedal" James S. Dealer has no
idea how to fix" San S. Replaced solenoid to start" Bradley H. Calipers "Brake pads were
breaking free from backing plate and also overheating. The release lever broke and the
emergency brake could not be used" Anonymous, SC Ram Laramie 5. My ram is equiped for
towing when I bought it but the brakes were not heavy duty" Amyot B. Squeaks a lot less but
still occasionally" Robert C. They say nothing can be done because there are no error codes to
point them in the right direction" Anonymous, WA Ram Sport 5. The dealer replaced the sensor
relay and the condition has not happened again" Douglas T. Cylinder head "Burns excessive oil.
Including delivery to Edmonds Wa" Michaell E. Top of piston was gouged, rockers were pushed
through valve cover" Anonymous, KS Ram Express 5. It was covered under powertrain
warranty" Michaeal C. Automatic climate control "its not very automatic. Requires continual
adjustment" Iretta B. I could not use the AC during this time" Jeff M. Keeps blowing out hot air"
Anonymous, MN Ram 3. It works great again" Rod C. I am working with RAM to get
reimbursement for the 2nd repair since it is the same issue that obvously was not fixed
correctly the 1st time" Greg C. Seems to be working good for the last 9 months" Greg C. Doors
or sliding doors "right rear window does not always close all the way, must open and close
numerous times to get it all the way closed. Worse in cold weather" Tom C. Was in dealer three
times before they realized that lubricating would not fix problem" Tom C. Battery not hybrid or
electric "Battery failed. Overheating "The egr valve failed and pumped engine coolant into the
exaust manifold which caused the engine to overheat and leave us stranded on the interstate.
Still not right" Christina S. Transmission rebuild or replacement "I checked this due to the
limited options on your form. This refers to the transmission valve body replacement mentioned
in the previous question" Ronald R. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Ford
F GMC Sierra Ram Toyota Tundra. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer
problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of
problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. An engine stall can increase the risk
of a crash. Read Recall Details. The crankshaft position sensor tone wheel may delaminate
causing the engine to lose its ability to synchronize the fuel injector pulses and cam shaft
timing, possibly resulting in an engine stall. What should you do:. FCA US will notify owners,
and dealers will update the powertrain control module software to maintain vehicle propulsion
by reading the camshaft position signal in the event that the crankshaft position signal is lost,
free of charge. The recall is scheduled to begin March 1, Potential Number of Units Affected:
Hide Recall Details. Combustion in the intake manifold can increase the risk of a fire. This
mixture may combust inside the intake manifold. Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will
replace the EGR cooler, free of charge. Dealers will also inspect and, as necessary, replace the
intake manifold. The recall began April 16, Owners may contact Chrysler customer service at
Chrysler's number for this recall is VB1. If the tailgate opens while the vehicle is being driven,
cargo may fall out the vehicle and create a road hazard, increasing the risk of crash. Chrysler is
also recalling all and Ram , and pickup trucks built before April 1, with a 6 or 8 foot bed and a
power locking tailgate. On August 29, Chrysler expanded the recall to include an additional ,
model year Ram , and pickup trucks. The tailgate actuator limiter tab may fracture and cause the
tailgate to unlatch and open while driving. Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will repair the
tailgate latch, free of charge. The recall began May 23, Chrysler is expected to notify owners of
the expanded population on October 18, If the vehicle maintains its speed or accelerates despite
attempts to deactivate the cruise control, there would be an increased risk of a crash. These
vehicles are being recalled to address a defect that could prevent the cruise control system
from disengaging. If, when using cruise control, there is a short circuit within the vehicle's
wiring, the driver may not be able to shut off the cruise control either by depressing the brake
pedal or manually turning the system off once it has been engaged, resulting in either the

vehicle maintaining its current speed or possibly accelerating. Chrysler will notify owners, and
dealers will inspect the software, and perform a software flash on the engine or powertrain
control module, free of charge. The recall began June 4, Note: Owners are advised to stop using
cruise control until the software update has been performed. In the event that cruise control
cannot be disengaged while driving, owners should firmly and steadily apply the brakes and
shift the transmission to neutral, placing the vehicle in park once it has stopped. With the pin in
the open position, the transmission can be shifted out of PARK into any gear without pushing
the brake pedal or having the key in the ignition. Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will
update the vehicle software, inspect the BTSI, and, as necessary, replace it, free of charge. The
recall began February 26, Chrysler's number for this recall is T If the rollover side curtain air
bags and seat belt pretensioners are disabled, there is an increased risk of injury to the vehicle
occupants in the event of a crash that necessitates activation of these safety systems. Certain
driving conditions, such as driving off-road or debris striking the vehicle may cause the roll rate
sensor to trigger a fault within the Occupant Restraint Controller ORC. If this fault occurs, the
rollover side curtain air bag and the seat belt pretensioner will be disabled from deploying.
Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will update the ORC software, free of charge. The recall
began June 26, If the seat cover impedes the air bag deployment, the seat thorax air bags may
not provide adequate protection in the event of a crash, increasing the risk of a injury. These
Mopar canvas seat covers were sold through Chrysler dealerships beginning October 15, The
seat covers can impede the deployment of the seat thorax airbags. Chrysler will notify owners
to remove the front seat covers and return them for a full refund. The recall began on July 1,
Chrysler's number for this recall is S In the event of a vehicle crash, if a SABIC does not inflate
as intended, there is an increased risk of injury to the rear seat occupant. The affected vehicles
are equipped with side air bag inflatable curtains SABIC that may not fully overlap the C-pillars
in the event of a vehicle crash. Chrysler will notify owners, dealers will inspect the right and left
side air bag inflatable curtains SABIC for proper orientation and a foil patch will be installed on
both sides of the headliner. The recall began on October 7, Chrysler's number for this recall is R
If the harness shorts, the vehicle may stall and there is an increased risk of a fire. The affected
vehicles have a battery harness that may rub against the frame bracket for the right engine
mount resulting in an electrical short. Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will inspect the
vehicles to confirm that the battery harness is correctly routed and secured. Any harness that
shows evidence of wear will be replaced. These repairs will be performed free of charge. The
recall began on October 8, Exploitation of the software vulnerability may result in unauthorized
remote modification and control of certain vehicle systems, increasing the risk of a crash. The
affected vehicles are equipped with radios that have software vulnerabilities that can allow
third-party access to certain networked vehicle control systems. Chrysler will notify and mail
affected owners a USB drive that includes a software update that eliminates the vulnerability,
free of charge. In an effort to mitigate the effects of this security vulnerability, Chrysler has had
the wireless service provider close the open cellular connection to the vehicle that provided
unauthorized access to the vehicle network. This measure may not have been implemented on
all vehicles and does not address access by other means that will be remedied by the software
update. The recall began on August 25, Air bags that unexpectedly deploy increase the risk of a
crash or injury. In the affected vehicles, the side impact sensor calibrations may be overly
sensitive, and as a result, the side air bag inflatable curtains and seat air bags may
unexpectedly deploy and the seat belt pre-tensioners may activate. Chrysler will notify owners,
and dealers will update the Occupant Restraint Control module calibration, free of charge. The
recall began on September 8, This abrasion may result in an electrical short that could cause
driver's frontal air bag to unexpectedly deploy. Inadvertent deployment of the air bag may
increase the risk of injury and the possibility of a vehicle crash. The affected vehicles have a
steering wheel wiring harness that may rub against the driver air bag module retainer spring.
Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will inspect, repair as necessary, and secure the
steering wheel wiring harness. Additionally, protective caps will be added to the air bag retainer
spring ends. These repairs will be done free of charge. The recall began on September 18,
Damage to the tire or reduced braking increases the risk of a vehicle crash. Due to an
insufficient weld, the rear shocks may detach from the vehicle at one end and possibly damage
other chassis components, the tire or result in reduced braking. Chrysler will notify owners, and
dealers will inspect the rear shocks and replace any affected ones, free of charge. Chrysler's
number for this recall is P If the park pawl does not properly engage, the vehicle may rollaway,
increasing the risk of a crash and occupant or pedestrian injuries. In the affected vehicles, the
transmission case may have been improperly machined which can result in the park pawl not
properly engaging when the transmission is in the 'Park' position. Chrysler will notify owners,
and dealers will inspect and replace the transmission, as necessary, free of charge. The recall

began on May 21, Owners may contract Chrysler at Although Google says social media is not a
direct SEO ranking factor, the correlation between social signals and ranking position is
extremely high. Social media affects SEO in the sense all of the shares add up to more visibility
for your content. Great , a redirect is in place to redirect traffic from your non-preferred domain.
All versions of your page point to the same URL. Each concept has a confidence score. The
higher it is, the more important the topic is relative to the page. Cummins, Inc. Cummins also
services engines and related equipment, including fuel systems, controls, air handling,
filtration, emission control and electrical power generation systems. Headquartered in
Columbus, Indiana, United States, Cummins sells in approximately countries and territories
through a network of more than company-owned and independent distributors and
approximately 6, dealers. Page speed is important for visitors and search engines. Get insights
to improve your page loading time. Your website page speed needs to be as fast as you can
make it, without compromising the customer experience. A good goal to achieve is a loading
time of 2 seconds on desktop and mobile devices. The Doctype is used to instruct web
browsers about the document type being used, like for a page, what version of HTML it's written
in. Declaring a doctype helps web browsers to render content correctly, which will give you
more consistent results when you are styling your website with CSS. Mobile friendly pages
make it easy for users to complete objectives and common tasks on mobile devices, such as
smartphones and tablets. There is no best color scheme to use, but keep in mind that the bold
dominant and accent colors give the website personality and focal points, while the plain
background color keeps your visitors' focus on your content or products. It is used to define
the most important heading. We recommend using one top level heading to set up a semantic
relationship between that heading and the remainder of the content on a page. It clearly
describes to the readers and the search engines what it is about. We found 20 images on this
website. Great, 0 ALT attributes are missing on your image tags. Follow these tips to build a
better relationship with your audience : set smart goals, identify your audience, be human, seek
relationships, create an editorial calendar, automate, focus on helping, optimize for
engagement, get visual, stay active and create great content. Website analyzer Countries United
States ramforumz. SEO Report for ramforumz. Improve your social media presence. Encourage
people to share your homepage. Need SEO Services for ramforumz. July 31, explore Wayback
Machine. Free online forms for your website Use our free online form builder to create any type
of form for ramforumz. Beauty and simplicity. Use templates. No coding. Embed anywhere. Get
emails. Collect data. Length: recommended: 50 to Great , the domain URLs look clean. They are
the main concepts covered by ramforumz. Page Loading Time 1. This domain loads at the
median speed of 1. This rank is traffic based. The lower the rank is, the better the domain is
ranked. Daily visitors by country. United States of America Traffic country ranks. Country Rank
United States of America Mobile Rendering This website seems to be optimized for Mobile
Visitors. Main colors used. Main HTML tags. Great , we found headings on this page. Ld ram general discussion dodge ram forum dodge ram forum Performance mods - engine - 5. Dodge
ram manuals For a better readability, only the first 50 internal links are shown below. It seems
you have a very poor social media presence. Host IP Address Country ns-cloud-e1. Domain
Alexa Rank gtbets. Analyzing domain, please wait United States of America. United States.
Unlike some of the problems I have read about Dodge Ram radio problems, mine just doesn't
work at all on Am or Fm. No pops, no static, no nothing. CD works fine Sirius works fine.
Checked the antenna. Still nothing. I have the same problem. The XM works and CD. The
problem with mine is the back were the antana plugs in. Seems there is a short in there
somewhere. I was able to take mine out and check. Once I seen the problem I will probably
install a aftermarket. However once put back in it is now working, for how long who knows.
Hope this helps. Mike answered 8 months ago. Same problem with Dodge Ram Found a video
on how to remove the radio. Pretty easy. In the back of the radio I found the connection for the
antenna to be fussy.. Now it shakes loose over bumps. I will likely tighten the connection with
electrical tape to keep it limping along. Steve answered 4 months ago. The problem is with the
radio chip on the mainboard. Its the square chip right behind the antenna jack. One of the solder
joints will crack and the temp fix seems to be wiring up your antenna cable to "support" it. All
this does is flex the main board enough to bridge the cracked solder joint. No permanent fix.
Now you can get a solder iron down onto the chip and just hit each of the 48 small solder joints.
IIRC mine was open on the right side toward the face, you could see a few that were not shiny
silver but dull copper looking. Just poor soldering from radio manufacturer. I reflowed mine
with a heat gun, low setting right down on the chip until you see the solder start to shine.
Worked great. Checked the antenn What does this symbol mean? The radio heat and other
accessories turn off. For about a minute I replaced the alternator becaus My dodge ram leramie
longhorn 5. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,

does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Dodge Ram radio problems. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new RAM question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started.
Search RAM Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Register a free account today to become a member! Once signed in,
you'll be able to participate on this site by adding your own topics and posts, as well as connect
with other members through your own private inbox! Log in Register. What's new Search
Everywhere Threads This forum. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Forums New
posts Search forums. What's new New posts New profile posts Latest activity. Members Current
visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Email Subscription. Everywhere Threads This
forum. Filters Search. New posts. Search forums. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Filters Show only: Loadingâ€¦. Replies Views 52K. Yesterday at PM
saylor. Sticky Please post your Tire and Loading sticker. LanceB May 10, 37 38 Replies Views K.
Feb 13, IvoryHemi. Sticky So you want to tow a camper! Discussion thread. Replies 86 Views
5K. Feb 9, Trooper4. Cltremblay Dec 15, 8 9 Replies Views 46K. Feb 9, Willwork4truck. Locked
Sticky So you want to tow a camper! Replies 7 Views 1K. Dec 23, devildodge. Sticky Ram
releases Ram payload and towing charts. Jared B Jan 24, 2 3 4. Replies 61 Views 56K. Oct 23,
devildodge. How big have you towed? Cannonball Dec 15, 14 15 Replies Views 38K. Yesterday
at PM Ram Trailer sway with air ride. Replies 61 Views 7K. Payload Comparison. DevinB
Thursday at PM. Replies 5 Views Saturday at PM DevinB. Trailer steering control functional
question. Ejenkins Feb 5, Replies 1 Views Thursday at AM unl67volvo. Adding tow mirrors.
Replies 22 Views 3K. Wednesday at PM Spydie. IvoryHemi Jan 16, Replies 3 Views Portercycling
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Willwork4truck. Hauling Motorcycles, can I get by with a short-bed? Feb 14, WhattheTruck!
Using a 5th gen as a toad. Rickyrocket Feb 12, Feb 12, jimchi. Brake Controller for 5. George
and Alora Jan 22, 2. Replies 32 Views 1K. Feb 11, Bossdog When towing, will this turn off MDS?
Replies 2 Views Feb 11, Goodcap. Question I can't take the Dog? Bullcrappy Jan 30, 2 3. Replies
43 Views 2K. Feb 9, ChadT. Adaptive Cruse Control. Han Ridge Sep 6, Replies 2 Views 1K. Feb
9, Gitter. Trailer lights. Viper67 Apr 21, Replies 14 Views 2K. Feb 8, Trooper4. You must log in or
register to post here. Site Vendors. Log in. Forums What's new Log in Register Search. This site
uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if
you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept
Learn moreâ€¦. The Detroit-based manufacturer stated in a press release on Friday. It will
continue to be a Ram strategic driveline supplier through Due to the global wide semiconductor
chip shortage, the chip-reliant automotive industry has been struggling to make adjustments to
itsâ€¦. With Ram Trucks celebrating the 75th anniversary of its beloved Power Wagon
nameplate, we figured we would take a lookâ€¦. The name Power Wagon has earned itself the
reputation of being the most capable off-road pickup on the market. Back in November, the Ram
Truck brand unveiled a very special edition of its popular Power Wagon off-roader. Paying
homageâ€¦. Another year has passed, and we now have the sales numbers from all the full-size
truck manufacturers. Many will rememberâ€¦. The Ram Truck brand is known for its
hard-working, tough, and capable chassis cab trucks in the North American market. Over the
past few days, posts have been springing up on Facebook as people have been looking at
Ramâ€¦. The Ram Power Wagon continues its title as the most capable production off-road
truck in the market. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Most Recent article. Robert Miller 1 week ago 0. Older Articles. Robert Miller 2 weeks a
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20, 0. Why the Ram HD doesn't get a new cab This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read
More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your
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